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Introduction

T.T. Frankel [5] applied Morse theory to the classical groups using the
trace function. The critical sets turn out to be Grassmann manifolds. FrankeΓs
results show how the classical groups can be obtained by ' 'attaching' ' plane-
bundles over Grassmann manifolds. In this paper we apply Morse theory to
the classical groups using another elementary function, namely "the length
function' '. We think of the classical groups as imbedded in suitable euclidean
space [6], and use methods similar to those of R. Bott [3]. Finally using some
results on fixed point theory it is shown that the Morse inequalities are equalities.
This method is due to Frankel [5]. The CW-decomposition and the Poincare
polynomials obtained in this paper, are, of course, well-known and have been
obtained by several different ways.

Preliminaries

Let F be the field R of real numbers, the field C of complex or £), the
quaternions. Let U(n F) be the group of unitary matrices of degree n over F,
i.e., U(n\ F)={A: A At=In}y where 'bar' stands for complex or quaternionic
conjugation as the case may be. Thus U(n\ R)=SO(ri), (instead of O(n) we take
SO(n)) U(n\ C)=U(n), U(n\ Q)=Sp(n). Let M(n\ F) be the space of all

matrices of degree n over F. Let E=( n\ Then the map of U(n\ F)

χU(n;F)-»M(2n F) given b y °γ)=A-+A A A ' = t > where

X, ΓeΞ U(n\ F), induces an imbedding of U(n\ F)=

U(n'> F)*u(n'> F) (here Δ is

the diagonal) into M(n\F). In this imbedding X^U(n\ F) is sent into
X ^M(n\ F). See Kobayashi [6]. This is an imbedding of U(n\ F) consider-
ed as a "symmetric space".

In Cartan's theory symmetric spaces arise as follows — Let G be a compact,
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connected Lie group with a left and right invariant Riemannian metric. Let

σ: G-*G be an automorphism of period 2 (i.e., an involution, σφ identity). Let

Ke be the identity component of the full fixed set of σ. Then G\Ke is a

symmetric space. If we take G=U(n\ F) x U(n\ F) and consider the involution

<r(*, y)=(yy *), the fixed set is Δ={(*, x) \ x£Ξ U(n\ F)}. Thus u(n*> F)*u(n'> F)

is a symmetric space identified with U(n\ F) by the correspondence

(x, y)-*xy~\

We use the identification U(n'^xU^F^^U(n'9 F) to think of U(n\ F) as

an orbit imbedded in M(n\ F). Let L be a connected real non-compact Lie

group and ϊ its Lie algebra. Let K be a maximal connected compact subgroup

of L and ϊ its Lie algebra. We take L=SO(n, ri), U(n, n) and Sp(n, n). Then

K=U(n\ F)x U(n\ F), F=R, C, or Q.

We recall that SO(p, q) is the group of all matrices in SL(p-\-q, R) which

leave invariant the quadratic form —x* —x2

2 ---- Λ^+ΛJ£+IH ---- xl+g. The
group U(p, q) is the group of all matrices in GL(p-\-q, C) which leave invariant
the Hermitian form

7

—Z1Z1—Z2Z2 ----- Zp

A similar definition can be given for Sp( py q). The Lie algebras are

a / x __ [(X\ X^\ Xι> Xs skew symmetric of orders p and q respectively!
(Py q) ~~ IV^f/ X} X2 arbitrary-all coefficients real ί

/ x _ f(Yι ^2\ YI j ^3 skew symmetric of orders^) and q respectively)
IΛίV Ύj Y2 arbitrary-all coefficients complex /

^ Z19 Z3 matrices of orders p and q respectively >,

} Z\=—Z*> Z^—Z f i quaternionic conjugation j
Z2 arbitrary-all coefficients quaternions.

The element ^ ί̂ n jep*> in each of the three cases and for the adjoint

action of K= U(n F) X U(n F) on p, the orbit of E is precisely u(n'> F}*u(n'> F)

= U(n;F). Thus U(n\ F) is imbedded in M(n\ F). . The Cartan-Killing
form on I restricted to p induces the invariant metric (X, y)=Re tr XΫ* up to a

positive constant for X, Y^M(n\ F), which agrees with the metric on U(n\ F).
Thus the imbeddings are isometries. See Kobayashi [6].

The adjoint action of K on £ becomes the action of U(n\ F)x U(n\ F) on
M(n\ F) given by (X, Y)->X B Y~\ B^M(n\ F).

the orthogonal complement of f in I with respect to an invariant metric.
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Length function and its critical set

Let Mm be an /w-dimensional manifold differentiably imbedded in a

Euclidean space Rn. Let p^Rn—Mm. Let Lp(x)= square of the distance

between x^M™ and the fixed point p. Then q^Mm is a critical point for Lp(x)
if and only if the straight line pq is perpendicular to the tangent space Mq of M

at q. For details, see [3] or [7],

We are considering U(n\ F) as imbedded in M(n\ F). If we take the

/3 \

point />= 6,° then the orbit of p is ̂  Fϊ*Un'> F\ Λ=ff*X .χ f f* (n

\ 0 W
copies) where rf=0 if F— Λ, rf=l if F=C, and rf=3 if F— Q. Also Λ is
imbedded in ~U(n\ F)x V(n\ F) under the diagonal map. Here we are con-

sidering the action of U(n\ F)χ U(n\ F) on M(n\ F).
It can be verified that the tangent space to the orbit of p at p is Xp—pY,

all Xy yeu(w; F) the Lie algebra of U(n\ F). If we choose^ as in previous
paragraph, then the normal space to the orbit of p at p is DR—aΆ real diagonal
matrices in M(n\ F). It is known that if a straight line is perpendicular to an
orbit at a point, then it is perpendicular to all the orbits it meets [4, p. 967].

Hence all real diagonal matrices of U(n F) are in the critical set of Lp. On the
other hand if σ^U(n\ F) is a critical point for Lp, then the straight linear must
be in DR since pσ must be perpendicular to the orbit of p. Hence all the

critical points of Lp are all the diagonal matrices in U(n\ F) i.e. diagonal
matrices with +1 or —1 along the diagonal. If F=R then there 2n~1 such
matrices, because the determinant of such a matrix has to +1. If F=C or Q

then there are 2n such critical points. These critical points are isolated.

Non-degeneracy and index of the critical points

We briefly state the procedure to find the index of the critical points. The
full details and proofs can be found in [2], [3] or [7].

In general, let Mm be a manifold imbedded in a Euclidean space Rn. Let

(x19 x2 , , xn) be a system of co-ordinates for Rn and let g(t) be a straight line

given by xi=pί+tqiyi=^ly" Jn. A variation of g(t) will be a differentiate

family of straight lines

ooV(p, t): Xi(p) = pM+tqfo), -oo<p<

with pi(fy=pf> <7i(0)=?i> *—l > " * > n The variational vector-field

dp |p=0 dp
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induced by the variation V(p, t) is called a Jacobίfield (J-field) along g. The

J-fields along g form a vector—space Jg of dimension 2n. If Mm is a manifold

imbedded in Rn, if g is orthogonal to M at £, then a variation of g relative to M
is a variation V(p, t) of g such that 1) F(p, 0)eM and 2) V(py f) are orthogonal

to M at F(p, 0). Let Jg(M) be the /-fields along g which are induced by the

variations of g relative to M. Then Jg(M) is a sub-space of Jg and dim Jg(M)

=n. For every point g(t0) there is a restriction %,o: Jg(M)-^Rgat^ where

Rgct0 ) is the tangent space to Rn at £(£<>)• The segment s=(g(Q) g(tQ)) is called a
/0£#/ segment of M of multiplicity z^ if dim ker %ίo=z/!>0. This kernel will be

denoted by Λ5(M) and is called the focal kernel of s relative to M. The following
result shows how to compute the indices of the critical points.

Theorem [3, p. 31] Let M be a proper differentίable submanίfold of Rn.

Let a<=Rn, a<£M and let b<=M be a critical point of La(x). Let v(t) be the
multiplicity of the focal segment ta-}-(\ — t)b if this segment is a focal segment and

zero otherwise. Then the index of b— ^ KO

It is also known that along any segment S there can only be a finite number

of focal points. Also, if p is not a focal point of (M, q) for any q^M, the

function Lp has non-degenerate critical points.
We combine the method of Bott [2, 3] and theory of Bott and Samelson

[4] to find the indices of the critical points. Let π denote the adjoint action on

p. [See section 2]. Then π becomes the action of U(n\ F)χ n\ F) on

M(Λ; F) given by (X, Y)->XBY~\ X, YΪΞ U(n\ F) and B<=ΞM(n\ Fι
In general let π: KχN->N represent the action of K (a c in pact group

of isometrics of N) on N. Let M be a orbit of a point in N. A g ^desic segment

s will be called transversal if its initial direction is perpendicular to the orbit of

its initial point. If p is the initial point of such a segment s, then JS(M) will
be denoted by //. The focal kernel Λβ(M) be denoted as ΛJ. The Lie
algebra ϊ of K determines a representation π of ϊ by vector-fields on N. These

are called infinitesimal K- motions on N. By definition π(X)p=-—{τr(exp tX)p}t=Q

f, pGΞN). If s is a transversal geodesic segment in TV, the variation VΛ(t)

=τr(exp a X) s(i) is a variation relative to M. Hence π followed by restriction

to s induces a map ns\ I-*//. The action of K on TV via π is called variation-

ally complete if Λjcτr5(ϊ) for any transversal geodesic segment s. Let c(q),

q^N, be the subspace of ϊ whose ^r-image vanishes at q. Le φ)cf be the

kernel of πs. If s is transversal with end-point q, then variational completeness

implies

0 -» φ) -> c(q) ̂  Λ^ -> 0

is exact. Hence
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dim Λ* = dim c(q) — dim c(s) .

In our present situation π is the adjoint action of K on p. Bott and

Samelson [4] have proved that such action is variationally complete. If σ is a

critical point and the point p^M(n; F) is chosen as already indicated, it can
verified that dim c(s)=0 if F=R, =n if F=C, =Zn if F=Q. Also the focal
points along σp=s(t) are those real diagonal matrices in s(t) which have (for
0<Z<1) 1) Zero (s) on the diagonal or 2) two elements on the diagonal, with
the same absolute value. These can be found easily and the dim c(q) can be
computed in each case.

The relationship between critical points and the homology groups can be
stated in terms of (weak) Morse inequalities, namely, έf (t/(/z; F))<cf where c{

is the number of critical points of index /, bf is the ith Betti number of U(n F)
with a field as coefficients. If F=R then we use Z2 as coefficients and in the
other two cases we use any field as coefficients.

Applications of fixed point theory

We show that the (weak) Morse inequalities are equalities. For this
purpose, we use Smith theory of fixed points of periodic transformations. The
method is similar to those of Frankel [5]. We use the following two theorems
(More general results and proofs can be found in [1].)

ί±\ 0 \
Theorem. I. // Γ= '•. i.e, Z2X ...xZ2 (n copies) acts on compact.

\0 ±1J
differ entίable manifold M} if F is the fixed set, then Σ δ,(F; Z2)< Σ bt(M\ Z2).

I »

Theorem II. If a total group operates in a compact differ entiable
manifold M, and if F is the fixed set, then

where K=R or Zp, p is prime.

Theorem I is applied to SO(n). For the adjoint action of Γ on SO(n), the

fixed set consists of diagonal matrices with +1 °Γ — 1 on the diagonal. Since
such matrices must have determinant -f-1, the fixed set consists of 2n~l points.
Since the total betti numbers (with Z2 as coefficients) must be no more than 2*"1,
the Morse inequalities for SO(n) have to become equalities.

Theorem II is applied to U(n) and Sp(n). The maximal torus T acts on
G(U(n) or Sp(n)) by adjoint action, i.e., ίe T: g-*t g Γ1. A point g^G is fixed
under T if and only if g^ T. Hence by Theorem II,
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where w— dim Γ, and K=R or Zp, p prime. Again as in previous paragraph,
the Morse inequalities for U(n) and Sp(n) become equalities. This also shows
that U(n) and Sp(n) have no torsion.

By an inductive argument, the well-known Poincare polynomials of SΌ(n),

U(n) and Sp(n) can be obtained.

An example

As a concrete example consider t/(2). The critical points for the functions

T ί \ * f 3 °\ f l °\ / — I °\ f+1 °\ Λ /"—I °\L^Ho6)
a r eVoι>( o+iM o-ι) a n d V o-ι>

Critical Point σ Focal Points on σp Multiplicity Index of σ

ί1 °) none 0
\0 I/

/-10\ /O ON
\ O l / V09/4/

/I 0\ /9/70N

^O-l/ V O O /

(9/5 0\ 2

\ 09/5/

/-I 0\ /-3/70N 1 4

\ O - l / V 007

-3/11 (h 2

03/11/

°
O 3/4fV

REMARK 1. The results obtained can be stated in terms of diagram, roots,
etc. Also these methods can be applied to other orbits obtained by the action
of U(n\ F)xU(n-, F) on M(n\ F).

REMARK 2. We have considered the pairs (L, K), L=SO(n, ri), U(n, n)
and Sp(n, n) and K=U(n\ F)xU(n\ F), F=R, C or Q. Instead we could
have looked at the pairs (G, K), G=SO(2n), U(2n) or Sp(2n) and K as above.
The procedure will be exactly the same, except for a suitable modification of E.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
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